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Vertical Garden: the new frontier of Design
Despite having appeared for the first time back in 1986, Vertical
Gardens (also known as Green Walls) have recently become a
staple in modern architecture.
The wish to educate society to a renewed contact with the
environment has certainly been a key factor in the increasing
request for this architectural feature that we have witnessed in the
last few years.

It’s easy to see the advantages
that the use of artificial and
seminatural plants can bring to
the design and concept of Vertical
Gardens, both in terms of saving
costs and beauty.
As a matter of fact, one of the
major hindrances of natural
Green Walls is the complexity of
the installation and maintenance
of irrigation systems which entails
high costs to place and keep the
greenery in a good state.

ila Seminatural Vertical Gardens
can offer all the advantages
and beauty of a natural feel
while doing without the often
prohibitive costs of natural green.

Our Seminatural trees, plants
and Vertical Gardens are easy to
install, ready for the use and do
not need any irrigation nor any
maintenance work.
Whereas plants and flowers on
green walls tend to naturally rot,
fade and have to be replaced
on a regular basis, Vertical
Gardens by ila are truly timeless
creations, faithful replicas of
nature that will keep their
astonishingly fresh look for years,
unaltered by time and seasons.

Moss Mix

“

Every something
is an echo of nothing
John Cage

Capturing the complex
simplicity of our simple reality
is the main feat behind the
creation of Moss Mix by ila.
Space is conceived not so much
as an emptiness to fill, rather
as a stage in which only one
or two essences are free to
dance and develop, as they
are exhibited under different
viewpoints to the audience.

The still, plain elegance of
Moss Mix by ila makes it perfect
for small compositions which will
give a green, fresh touch to your
rooms, always being in perfect
harmony with their surroundings.

Evolution

“

So the universe is
constantly moving in
the direction of higher
evolutionary impulses,
creativity, abstraction, and
meaning.
Deepak Chopra

The concept of Evolution lies
at the very heart of our own
existence as human beings.
The grandiosity of nature and its
instinctive vocation to expand
are celebrated with the creation
of Evolution by ila that will
put the beholder in direct,
unmediated contact with lush,
unrestrained Nature and gives
the feeling of being naturally
immersed and overwhelmed by
its forces.

Suitable for very big sizes,
specially created for shopping
malls, halls, lobbies, etc...
Evolution by ila effaces and
redefines the actual boundaries
between Nature and Culture,
Indoors and Outdoors, the space
of design and the design of
creation.

Stylish

“

Fashion is not something
that exists in dresses only
Coco Chanel

Luxury and charme in their
purest forms, the union of
fashion and garden design
reaches its most iconic
representation with
Stylish by ila.
Designed by our research
team to amaze and surprise
the viewers, with its soft and
smooth lines and patterns of
colors, Stylish by ila showcases
the ultimate synthesis of Nature
and Man-Made beauty in a
dashing abstraction of flowers
and greens.

Delicate and light to watch,
Stylish by ila reaches its
purest form in small and
medium spaces, where human
natural imagination and the
fashionability of green are the
absolute focal point of the
viewer’s attention.
The crown jewel of ila’s
collection, the absolute peak of
our team’s creativity.

In this incredible work of Art,
our trademark Seminatural Trees
are installed directly on the wall
to give the feeling of an actual
climbing natural forest.
The result is an absolutely
breathtaking view of various
types of Forest, as well as a new
vantage point to admire the
astounding reality of our faithful
reproductions of Nature.
Never before the powerful
sublimity of the natural creation
has been expressed with such
clarity of vision and expressive
force.

Made in Italy

Sustainable

Turnkey Service

original and exclusive design,
iconic style and taste

recycled materials, fair working
conditions and sustainability in
Italy and abroad

from project to installation,
ready to offer a complete
service

Handcrafted

Maintenance Free

Top Quality

the best italian craftsmen
to create unique pieces of
design

no need of watering
or trimming and zero
maintenance costs

working every day to ensure
the highest standards in the
market

Tailored

Natural Looking

High Technology

customized creations to meet
even the most demanding
client

deep knowledge of nature
means faithful replicas

hi-tech greeneries with antidust system
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is Art
“if Nothing
it does not come
from Nature
Antoni Gaudi

